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Abstract

This paper investigates how players interact in classic and retail World of Warcraft by
conducting a participant observation study by joining Pickup Groups (PUGs) to play through
dungeons. Chat activity is logged and all messages are categorised into different types
depending on what is conveyed in an attempt to see if and how social interactions differ
between the games. The results indicate that classic players communicate more, both for
instrumental value and for purely social reasons. All players met throughout the classic PUGs
interacted to some extent through the chat. Most retail players chose not to interact via chat at
all. It is speculated that the varying levels of social interaction are connected to the
accessibility of the PUGs and dungeons. Dungeons that required more effort to access and had
challenges that required an irregular strategy generally had a higher level of social interaction
within them. Groups that established a positive atmosphere through social interaction had
players that responded to potentially frustrating events by reassuring the other players in order
to uphold this atmosphere. Groups that did not establish such an atmosphere responded with
frustration instead in similar situations.
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Abstrakt

Denna uppsats undersöker hur spelare interagerar i klassiska och moderna World of Warcraft
genom att utföra en deltagande observation av “Pickup Groups” (PUGs) i så kallade
“dungeons”. Chatt-aktiviteten loggades och alla meddelanden kategoriseras i olika typer
beroende på vad som förmedlas i ett försök att se om och hur sociala interaktioner skiljer sig
mellan de två versionerna. Resultaten visar att spelare av den klassiska versionen
kommunicerar mer, både för instrumentellt värde och av rent sociala skäl. Alla spelare som
möttes under de klassiska PUG: erna interagerade till viss del genom chatten. De flesta
spelare av den moderna versionen valde att inte interagera via chatten alls. Det spekuleras att
de olika nivåerna av social interaktion är kopplat till tillgängligheten av PUG:er och
Dungeons. Dungeons som krävde mer ansträngningar för att få tillgång till och hade
utmaningar som krävde en annorlunda strategi hade i allmänhet en högre nivå av social
interaktion inom sig. Grupper som etablerade en positiv atmosfär genom social interaktion
hade spelare som reagerade på potentiellt frustrerande händelser genom att uppmuntra de
andra spelarna för att upprätthålla denna atmosfär. Grupper som inte etablerade en sådan
atmosfär reagerade istället med frustration i liknande situationer.

Nyckelord: World of Warcraft, Sociabilitet, Social interaktion, PUG, MMORPG.
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1 Introduction

World of Warcraft has been heavily researched (Bergstrom, 2016) and has undergone many
changes over what has now been almost 17 years since release. Blizzard’s co-founder, Mike
Morhaime and the president of Blizzard, J. Allen Brack have differing opinions over if World
of Warcraft has remained a social experience (Fool, 2020; VentureBeat, 2020). This study will
look into that by observing social interaction in Pickup Groups in World of Warcraft. The
study will be conducted in the modern version as well as the classic version.

Massively multiplayer online games (MMOG, or MMO) are games with a large number of
players, generally in massive open worlds. Massive multiplayer online role-playing games
(MMORPGs) are a sub-genre of MMOs which often include traditional role-playing elements
such as creating a character and leveling it up as you play. In 2004 Blizzard Entertainment
(Blizzard) released the MMORPG World of Warcraft (WoW) to the American market, with
the European release following up in early 2005. It has been the world’s most popular
MMORPG, having up to 12 million subscribers at its peak. Since the game’s launch eight
expansions have been released to date, adding new content and changes to the game. The
latest expansion is called World of Warcraft: Shadowlands.

Some players who preferred playing the older versions started hosting and playing on private
servers unaffiliated with the official game. The original 2004 version of WoW is sometimes
referred to as Vanilla by players after expansions were released to the game. In 2016, one of
the largest of these private servers, Nostalrius, was forced to shut down as Blizzard threatened
legal action over copyright infringement (Wawro, 2016). Three years later in 2019, WoW was
officially released in its original state from 2004, called World of Warcraft: Classic to give
players a legitimate way to play the original game.

A few months before the release of classic, a study called The WoW Factor surveyed players
of retail and private vanilla servers, categorising their motivations into different player types.
The results indicate a discrepancy in social-driven motivations to play between modern and
vanilla WoW players. The study highlights that those who played on private vanilla servers
were more motivated by the social aspect than retail players (Puronlahti, 2019).

In an interview, Blizzard’s co-founder Mike Morhaime stated:

"I would also just observe that as World of Warcraft evolved over the years it
actually kinda became less social, because in an effort to achieve more
accessibility, we removed some of the reasons why you need to play with the
same group of people over and over.” (VentureBeat, 2020)

The president of Blizzard Entertainment, J. Allen Brack seems to disagree however, as in an
earnings call he said:

“And the World of Warcraft is a very -- it's been fortunate to be [engineered] as
a very social experience and that is [as] true today as they were launched.”
(Fool, 2020).



There is some debate as to how much of a social experience World of Warcraft is, and this
study will look at a part of the player experience in World of Warcraft. Eklund & Johansson’s
(2013) findings indicate the past of World of Warcraft as being more sociable than the then
current version of the game, in line with Morhaime’s statement about the game becoming less
social. We aim to investigate if there is a difference in social interaction between the two
versions by doing participant observations in dungeons with Pickup Groups in WoW classic
and WoW retail and analysing chat activity.

During play, players can choose to play alone or with others. Group content like dungeons and
raids is usually too challenging for one player to take on alone so they are incentivised to form
groups composed of different roles (Tank, Healer, and DPS or Damage Per Second) to
overcome them. Players can do this by grouping up with other players they find in-game to
create what is called a  Pickup Group (PUG).

Berger & Luckmann (1991) stated that in order to understand society, one must ‘go out’ and
learn about it. (p. 78.) As such we must partake in play in order to observe the interactions
that occur within Pickup Groups. However as we do not have a functioning time machine we
cannot go back to play WoW of the past, merely play the recreation of it. Hence, while we
cannot directly observe if social interactions have changed over time, we can observe if there
is a difference between the two versions.

This investigation is inspired by Eklund & Johansson’s paper Social Play? from 2010, which
observed the structure of social behaviour within Pickup Groups. The study took place during
the Wrath of the Lich King era, the second out of eight expansions. We will use a similar
method in WoW Shadowlands and Wow Classic to attempt to answer the following research
question: How do players interact in PUGs in World of Warcraft: Classic and modern WoW?



2 Background

2.1 Types of interactions

The research paper Social Play? structures social interactions within PUGs, defining different
types of interactions between the players. These are called instrumental and sociable
interactions. Eklund and Johansson describes that instrumental interactions are used to
communicate strategy, such as how to deal with a group of enemies, deciding to take breaks,
or asking for buffs1. The interactions are means to progress towards goals for an individual or
the group. In contrast to the instrumental, sociable interactions are merely socialising for the
sake of it. This includes jokes, non-instrumental discussion and rituals (Eklund & Johansson,
2010). Rituals are expressed as a formulaic way of conveying respect. Greetings and
farewells, or apologising for mistakes are common examples of ritual behaviours (Kemper,
2011). It should be noted that within the WoW communities there may be some ritual
interactions specific to these communities, such as congratulating players on leveling up.

2.2 Dungeons

Dungeons are a type of challenge usually intended for groups of five players to take on.
Within these dungeons, players fight challenging enemies to be rewarded with experience,
wealth and powerful items. In these groups each player takes on one of three different roles.
One player is the tank. Their responsibility is to make the monsters attack them instead of
their group members. Another player takes the role of healer. Their responsibility is to restore
health to the group members, keeping them from dying, primarily focusing on the tank. The
other three group members play as “DPS” (Damage per Second), focusing on dealing as much
damage as they can to enemies. During these dungeons it is important to cooperate in order
not to fail. To do this, it may be necessary to communicate with the team e.g. the healer is low
on mana2 and asks for a pause to restore it.

2.3 Looking For Group & Dungeon Finder

When WoW was originally released players had to find others to join their group by asking
through the in-game chat. The LFG (Looking For Group) text channel was local, meaning
only players in the same area would see messages. Later the channel was changed so it could
be used and read by anyone that was in a major city. However, in later versions of WoW the
Dungeon Finder has been introduced, which streamlines the process of preparing for a
dungeon. Players can pick what dungeons they want to play, along with their roles. Players
will then get teleported to the dungeon when a team has been found for them. Groups found
through LFG or Dungeon Finder are called Pickup Groups (PUGs).

2.4 Norms in PUGs

In the context of PUGs there are various norms that players partake in during play. For this
paper we will use Verhagen and Johansson’s (2009) notion of norms;

2 Resource required for casting certain spells, such as healing spells.
1 Temporary positive status effects, eg. stronger attacks or increased agility.



“Norms are statements about the appropriateness of an individual’s act which
may result in a sanction being issued by another individual or an individual
belonging   to   a specific class of individuals.”

Norms exist both within the social interactions of the group and how its members should play.
They are expected to play according to their role and not bother the other group members or
hinder their progression. Failing to adhere to the norms within a group may result in getting
kicked from it. If all players within the group follow these norms, the group’s chance of
successfully completing the dungeon improves.

2.5 A positive group atmosphere

In PUGs, it is important for players to cooperate with their group to ensure success, even if
they are playing with strangers. In the research paper Playing with Strangers, Kou & Gui
(2014) investigate how strangers interact and cooperate in temporary teams within the game
League of Legends (2009). The game consists of two teams of five players competing against
each other in 30-50 minute matches. While League of Legends and WoW are quite different
games, what they do have in common is that both involve temporary groups of five members
which usually do not know each other, cooperating towards a goal.

The paper brings up the importance of keeping a positive atmosphere in the group. It is a
proactive measure which is done to prevent interactions which are detrimental to the success
of the team. In the study, a player brought up greetings as being “important to open up
communication with teammates, and build a sense of familiarity.”. Players also brought up
commending those who perform well and encouraging those who do not (Kou & Gui, 2014).
Seeing the similarities in the social situation, the importance of a positive atmosphere may
also apply to World of Warcraft PUGs. Similar to in League of Legends, it could possibly help
in preventing problematic social interactions.



3 Methodology

In order to collect data we have conducted participant observation in PUGs in both modern
and classic World of Warcraft. In order to ensure minimal difference between the two
versions, we created “identical” characters in both versions, dwarf paladins and we played the
role of healer. During these dungeons we saved the chat logs using the addon “Elephant”.

We also keep track of the time each dungeon takes, as the time taken may influence the
amount of social interactions that occur. In case context is missing in the chat logs, we also
screen recorded the sessions to reference in case it would be necessary. We will however not
be presenting the video footage to ensure player anonymity.

After the dungeon is completed, we export the logs and categorise all messages in different
categories of interactions. These categories are as follows: Instrumental, sociable, ritual, and
automatic (chat messages not manually sent by the player, often created by third-party
addons). Although ritual interactions are a form of sociable interactions, we have decided to
observe them separately as ritual interactions may be a part of norms in a different way than
other sociable interactions. Each dungeon session was identified by the game version and a
number.

We kept playing dungeons until we no longer observed any new findings, i.e. until saturation.
Once we finished playing and logging dungeons we looked at each game individually to see
how players interacted and how our findings correlate to The WoW Factor. Each type of said
interactions will be observed to see how they differ between retail and classic, seeing what is
and is not being conveyed.

3.1 Behaviour guidelines

As we are observers, it is paramount that we do not incite interactions as it would be
modifying our own data. We do however participate in initiated interactions and social rituals
as it is expected behaviour (DeWalt & DeWalt, 2010, pp. 58-60). Furthermore, we are only
allowed to ask for breaks when necessary such as running out of mana or unforeseen
interruptions.

3.2 Standard naming system

In order to maintain player anonymity we replaced their character names with an id. The id is
made out of the player's role, version of the game, and dungeon number. An example id is
Tank.C12 meaning the player was the tank for the 12th dungeon we played in classic. The id
DPS3.R5 means the player was the third DPS in retail dungeon 5. DPS1, 2, and 3 were
assigned in no particular order; it is merely to keep track of each one individually.

3.3 Why participant observation?

As stated in the introduction, to understand society, one must ‘go out’ and learn about it.
(Berger & Luckmann, 1991). We cannot study how a player acts in a situation without
observing them in it.



In addition, The WoW Factor (2019) recently conducted a large-scale study surveying player
motivations, including social behaviour as a motivation. Attempting to expand on that
research with another survey would likely cause a large overlap in information.

World of Warcraft is a game that has been heavily used for research on the social interactions
of its players. Kelly Bergstrom (2016) highlights in a study that members of the WoW
community experience a “survey fatigue” due to the large number of researchers posting on
the WoW forums to recruit survey participants. Furthermore, they perceived an irritability
towards researchers from the WoW community, unlike other MMOG communities they
approached. The study goes on to suggest alternative data collection methods such as
interviews, participant observation or ethnography.

3.4 Why PUGs?

We made the decision to conduct the observations within PUGs since we deemed it to be the
most fitting environment for a few reasons. PUGs are a very practical way of consistently
finding different players interacting in normal play. A dungeon is an isolated area with a clear
start and end point to each PUG. This makes it clear where each group begins and ends even
if different players leave and join in the middle of a dungeon.

Players that are not part of the PUG cannot enter the same instance of the dungeon meaning
only interaction within the group is observed. In order to progress in dungeons, players must
cooperate. While cooperation does not always necessitate players communicating, it may
facilitate it.

3.5 Limitations

While Social Play? conducted their observations playing as max level characters, we could
not replicate this factor as we did not have max level characters in classic. Neither did we
have enough time to level a character to max for this study. This may have resulted in
variance in players’ experience, skill and social behaviours. This also ruled out raids as an
option to observe as they are only meant for max level characters.

This study was conducted within primarily English-speaking European servers. In classic we
played on two different servers as we only have two characters. There may be differing social
norms on other servers. This is not the case for retail as Dungeon Finder groups players from
all servers within a region.

We only used one character per researcher in each version of WoW as preparing more
characters would be too time-consuming. While this causes a higher risk of running into the
same people, potentially affecting sociability, it did not happen.

It did not occur to us to record the amount of time it took to find PUGs in either version of
WoW. As we do not have the time factor, it makes it so we are unable to see how frequently
messages were sent in classic before entering the dungeons. We also started logging
interactions prior to entering dungeons after the first dungeon was completed, as we saw it to
potentially be useful. Hence, the first dungeon did not have interactions logged beforehand.

There was a specific group in which the researcher played as a DPS instead of a healer due to
a lack of conventional dungeon roles. We chose the healer role over DPS in order to find



groups more easily, but avoided the tank role as it is often the one leading the group. As such,
playing the tank role would risk influencing the data. While playing DPS instead of healer
should not affect data, it was not part of the planned method.

A majority of our findings of sociable interactions in retail are from a PUG in which the
researcher made mistakes and got negative remarks over it. While the remarks were very
negative, it was in response to a researcher’s fault and can be seen as inciting interactions,
even if unintended. Because of this we did not bring up these interactions in results.



4 Results and discussion

Our goal was to research how players interacted within Pickup Groups in the two official
versions of World of Warcraft. The data collection was conducted over the span of two weeks,
playing 25 dungeons. We played two dungeons a sum of 10 times in classic, taking a total of
7 hours and 38 minutes to complete. On average, a dungeon took 46 minutes. These times do
not include the time spent assembling the groups. In these dungeons we played with 41 other
players, of which one had to leave early. Our characters went from level 18 to 24 in the
process.

In retail we played 9 dungeons a sum of 15 times, taking a total of 4 hours and 12 minutes to
complete. On average, a dungeon took 17 minutes. These times do not include the time spent
in the Dungeon Finder queue. In these dungeons we played with 64 other players, of which
four left early, three of them after dying and the fourth for no apparent reason. Our characters'
levels ranged from 10 to 30 in the process, although it should be noted that the levels of
players we queued with could range from 10-503.

In the retail PUGs 21 out of 64 players interacted in the chat, whereas in classic PUGs, all 41
out of 41 players partook in chat interaction to some extent, not including researchers.
Throughout this section we will be referencing these chat interactions by showing some
excerpts from the PUGs as examples.

Table 1 displays the number of messages that were sent in the PUGs before and during the
dungeons. It should be accounted for that classic had approximately twice the amount of
playtime, and that interactions before dungeons were not timed. It should also be noted that
the amount of messages does not equal the amount of interactions, as sometimes players write
sentences over the span of multiple messages.

Table 1. Number of messages in World of Warcraft Pickup Groups, categorised

Retail
Dungeons

Classic Total Classic
Dungeons

Classic Before
Dungeons

Total 64 917 685 232

Instrumental 29 569 407 161

Sociable 18 160 143 17

Ritual 17 188 135 54

3 LFG dungeons in retail scale their difficulty to the player character levels putting a level 15 player character
roughly equal in power to a level 43 player character. Players playing as characters between level 10 to 50 queue
into the same dungeons.



4.1 Classic

Overall classic generally had a high level of interaction over the course of the dungeons with
all 41 players encountered interacting in chat to some extent. However, something to consider
is how a classic dungeon group starts before the dungeon itself starts. As such, we have
decided to also include the interactions that take place before the start of the dungeon. This
also means that interactions could have occurred before we joined the group that we do not
know about.

We observed differing levels of social interaction in the two different dungeons, The
Deadmines and The Stockades. We will discuss these differences for each category in the
sections below, as well as a possible cause. Table 2 shows the interactions in these PUGs
separately. This is across five PUGs of each dungeon, though the first The Deadmines
dungeon does not have pre-dungeon interactions logged due to a mistake, meaning
interactions before The Deadmines dungeons were only logged in four PUGs.

Table 2. Number of messages in The Deadmines and The Stockades, categorised

The Deadmines The Deadmines,
Pre-dungeon

The Stockades The Stockades,
Pre-dungeon

Total 441 163 239 81

Instrumental 256 111 145 50

Sociable 107 11 36 6

Ritual 78 41 58 25

4.1.1 Classic - Instrumental interactions
Most of the interactions we observed were instrumental, making up 568 of 916 messages. We
saw a large variety of recurring instrumental interactions across the PUGs. The most common
instrumental interaction was discussing or calling for pulling4 enemies. Most enemy
encounters can be pulled and are usually done so even if it is not discussed by the group. Tank
players are expected to have some knowledge of how to do this. The excerpt below is an
example of  two players discussing where to pull.

[DPS2.C1]: pull down here?
[DPS1.C1]: yep
[DPS1.C1]: we wait here

Talk about quests5 also appeared frequently at the start of most dungeons with players asking
others to share their quests for the dungeon. An overwhelming majority of the interactions
regarding questing inside the dungeons were automatically posted by an addon called Questie.

5 Completing tasks for experience and loot.
4 Verb; To single out one or a few enemies from the rest to defeat them in smaller groups (Wowpedia, 2019).



It sends a message informing party members whenever you complete quest requirements. In
addition, it also lets you see others’ progress on quests you have in common. This replaces
potential instrumental interactions between players, although to what extent players would
enact this manually is unknown. Questie was used by at least one party member in all 10
dungeons, not including the researchers.

[DPS2.C5]: you guys wanna do the quests outside? [Quest A] and [Quest B]
[R.Healer.C5]: sure!
[DPS1.C5]: can you share them?

Having certain classes in the party can lead to different instrumental interactions. Certain
classes can cast buffs on other party members, e.g. priests can increase the maximum health
of party members. Not all buffs are shared without requests or reminders for them, especially
seeing as some last for shorter durations and can be forgotten. Similarly, certain classes can
create resources for the rest of the group. Sometimes these are given out without words and
other times players ask about it.

[Tank.C6]: can i have some mage water6?
[Tank.C6]: im out
The mage gives [Tank.C6] water
[Tank.C6]: ty

Strategy was generally discussed throughout the PUGs, especially regarding certain bosses.
Certain aspects of a dungeon called The Deadmines incited player interaction. In the five
times we played it we observed similar interactions regarding specific parts of the dungeon.
At one point in the dungeon, a patrolling group of enemies come from behind and can cause
unexpected trouble. In order to avoid such accidents, players often remark to watch out for the
patrol.

[DPS3.C1]: pat
[DPS1.C1]: i hate patrols
[DPS3.C1]: just remember them

In the last area of The Deadmines there are many enemies in close proximity, and it is easy to
get attacked by more enemies than the party can handle. There is a safe spot that enemies
cannot reach, commonly called “wheel” by players in our PUGs. In losing battles, players
have called to retreat to the wheel to wait for enemies to stop chasing them.

6 Consumable item, used to restore mana outside of combat. Mages can create this for free, otherwise it has to be
bought from vendors or gathered from enemies.



Fig 1. “Wheel”.

[DPS1.C2]: reset7

[DPS1.C2]: wheel  :P
[DPS2.C2]: wheel it down

The final boss in The Deadmines, Edwin VanCleef, can be a challenging encounter, even for
some prepared groups. As such, players discuss strategies to ensure success. At two different
points in the battle, he summons two additional enemies (adds). If none of them are dealt
with, they can cause a substantial amount of damage to the team. A strategy we commonly
saw was to defeat the first two and then ignore the second pair.

[Tank.C4]: kill adds first then nuke boss
[Tank.C4]: ignore 2nd set of addds

Near the final boss of The Deadmines is an optional boss called Cookie. As it is optional,
players sometimes ask to fight it, wanting a specific item dropped from the boss.

[DPS2.C3]: cookie?
[DPS1.C3]: we can do it
[Healer.C38]: can we the cookie boss?
[DPS1.C3]: if someone needs it
[Healer.C3]: im here for the wand

These are four different design decisions we observed to incite interactions throughout The
Deadmines. The same could not be said for the other dungeon we played in classic, The

8 Note that this is the group that broke dungeon role conventions and the researcher played as DPS, as
mentioned in limitations.

7 Wait for enemies to return to their idle state, starting over the encounter.



Stockades. We only observed one design decision that incited interaction within that dungeon,
and it was less frequent. One of the bosses in the dungeon called Dextren Ward has an ability
which makes players’ characters uncontrollably run away in fear, potentially running into
even more enemies which quickly becomes too hard and the group ends up wiping9. This
happened twice in a total of five PUGs, and both times a player afterwards said to clear out
the surrounding area of enemies in preparation for the fight.

[DPS2.C9]: whats the plan
[Tank.C9]: plan is to clean [clear] everywhere before
[DPS1.C9]: nw [no worries] should be easy

While this brought interaction to some of our runs, in others groups they cleared the nearby
area first without communicating it. Choosing when and what enemies to engage is normally
a decision the tank makes if not discussed with the group. Hence, if the tank is aware of the
ability of the boss, they could go and clear all other nearby enemies in preparation without
saying a word. This was the case three out of five times. The other two times the party wiped
and said to clear nearby enemies before taking on the boss again.

4.1.2 Classic - Sociable interactions
Sociable interactions varied depending on the groups. Assuming rituals are their own category
of interactions, all but one dungeon had sociable interactions. While sociable messages were
generally scarce in most dungeons, other dungeons were more sociable.

We often observed players commenting on what just happened. For example, at one point we
took on more enemies at once than intended, making for a challenging and lengthy fight.
After surviving that battle, a player comments on it. Nothing more was said in that
conversation.

[DPS1.C4]: messy
[DPS1.C4]: wp

Similarly, after a failed attempt to take on the previously mentioned boss Dextren Ward, the
boss’ ability made the healer run into another room with more enemies, taking on too many
enemies by mistake. Another player comments on how unlucky the scenario was after all
players wiped.

[Tank.C7]: pretty unlucky fear path for [Healer] there

These kinds of comments come in different forms in varying situations, and rarely receive a
response from other players. For example, in The Deadmines, a door has to be opened by
firing a cannon at it. Upon firing the cannon, another player says “boom!”.

[DPS3.C1]: boom!

There were a few occasions in which players joked around in purely sociable behaviour.
Below is an example which has absolutely zero apparent instrumental value.

9 All group members are defeated.



Pet cat gets marked with a purple diamond raid marker10

[DPS1.C1]: that cat must be important
[DPS3.C1]: yea)
[DPS1.C1]: :D
[DPS3.C1]: talisman)
[DPS1.C1]: a nice lucky charm
[DPS1.C1]: or a taliscat
[Tank.C1] & [DPS3.C1] die in combat
[DPS3.C1]: )
[DPS3.C1]: bad talisman
[DPS3.C1]: sell off
[DPS1.C1]: poor cat, i'm sure it's not his bad
[DPS3.C1]: :)
[DPS2.C1]: phew :)
[DPS1.C1]: that was a close one

The amount of sociable interaction seems to depend on how much interaction of other types
took place. In groups where few messages were sent overall, sociable interactions were less
common whereas if a group was frequently discussing strategy, sociable interactions tended to
often take place as well.

4.1.3 Classic - Ritual interactions
Ritual interactions were highly consistent between groups. Most players greeted each other
when someone joined the group.

[DPS1.C8]: Hi
[DPS2.C8]: hey =)
[Tank.C8]: heya guys!
[DPS3.C8]: yo
[R.Healer.C8]: heyo

Goodbyes or thanks were exchanged by most party members once the dungeon was
completed, while some players asked to continue the group and play another dungeon.

[DPS1.C10]: up for another one?
[DPS2.C10]: im off thx [thanks]
[Tank.C10]: sure i need to rep [repair equipment] brb [be right back]
[DPS3.C10]: am off but thank you
[R.Healer.C10]: Thanks for the run
[DPS1.C10]: ty [thank you]

Whenever a player leveled up it was common for other group members to congratulate them.
This is often a simple “gz”, short for “gratz”, which is itself a shorthand for “congratulations”.

10 Icons displayed over a character, usually used for strategic purposes.



[DPS1.C1]: gz!
[DPS3.C1]: ty
[Tank.C1]: gz
[R.Healer.C1]: gz
[DPS2.C1]: gz

People playing as the hunter class can have pets, which also level up. They too were
sometimes congratulated.

[Tank.C1]: gz
[R.Healer.C1]: gz bear
[DPS1.C1]: :D
[DPS3.C1]: gz bear
[DPS3.C1]: )

Thanks are given out for many different reasons in dungeons. Examples include being given
resources, getting resurrected by another player, or getting to claim an item from a boss.

[DPS1.C3]: guys if the last boss drops a [Cruel Barb]
[DPS1.C3]: can i ahve it plz [please]? :d
[R.DPS3.C3]: sure
[DPS1.C3]: its basicly the only loot what i need rome here :d
[Healer.C3]: sure
[DPS1.C3]: tyty [thank you, thank you]

Most ritual messages are shortened like writing “ty” instead of thank you or “gz” instead of
congratulations (Bibo et al., 2009). This does not differ whether the player writing is currently
in combat or not.

If a player makes a mistake it is common to apologise. Sometimes players respond by
expressing that it is alright. Ritual interactions play an important role in upholding a positive
group atmosphere.

[DPS3.C9]: sry guys
[DPS2.C9]: nice !
[Tank.C9]: its ok :)
[Tank.C9]: we managed [tough enemy]

In the excerpt above, a player apologises to the team for dying in combat. Another player
commends the team for beating the enemies. The tank downplays the failure of the teammate
and brings up that the team successfully defeated a tough enemy, focusing on the achievement
rather than the failure. Largely through ritual interactions, one player acknowledges and
apologises for the failure, to which two other players respond by upholding a positive
atmosphere.

In Playing with Strangers (Kou & Gui, 2014), an interviewee brought up the importance of
maintaining a positive atmosphere. Multiple interviewees claimed to write “gj”, meaning
”good job”, whenever a teammate played well. We can see that these are ritual interactions
given the formulaic nature of the sociable interaction. The excerpt above shares similarities
with the findings as ritual interactions were used to uphold a positive atmosphere, as well as
encouraging someone who apologised for performing poorly. Interviewees also brought up



the importance of supporting and encouraging teammates who do not perform well. We see
similar behaviours from players in different games to uphold a positive group atmosphere due
to it preventing behaviours which are detrimental to the success of the team.

4.2 Retail

Overall retail generally had a low level of interaction within the dungeons with only 21 out of
64 players choosing to interact in chat at all.. Some PUGs had no messages sent at all. When
messages were sent they were usually kept as short as possible. This did not depend on
whether the player was in combat at the time or not, including points in the dungeons where
players stand to wait for an event. As soon as all players have entered the dungeon, the tank
often takes off to fight the first batch of enemies in sight. Due to retail’s differences in game
design, dungeons progress faster and the need to stop to recover mana is practically
non-existent.

While in classic, the group can talk before arriving in the dungeon, the Dungeon Finder
simply teleports the group into the dungeon the same moment the group is formed. Thus, no
pre-dungeon interactions occur unless some of the players were already playing together. We
were unable to observe if this happened during the data collection.

It is difficult to comment on player behaviour within these dungeons when interactions are
rather scarce and those that do occur make up a relatively small proportion11 of all the players
who partook in these dungeons.

While we compared the amount of interactions in different dungeons in classic, we will not be
doing this for retail due the large number of dungeons (nine), of which only four were played
more than once, with two of those being run three times. We only noticed one
dungeon-specific recurring pattern, which we bring up in the next section.

4.2.1 Retail - Instrumental interactions
Many of the interactions we observed were instrumental, though the interactions were scarce
and varied in nature. A common trend we noticed was instrumental interactions being reactive
rather than proactive, often a reaction to something that happened rather than preparing for
what is ahead.

[Tank.R2]: why are you running over here
[Tank.R2]: yikes
[Tank.R2]: nice one buddy

Here a player is asking another player why they are going to them. While the intention behind
this is not apparent by the message alone, it is made clear by their remarks afterwards by
saying “yikes”. Hence you could interpret the question instead as a statement to not do said
thing. While in this case we can discern the intent from the context, in most cases we are left
to speculate. To clarify; only the first message of the excerpt above is instrumental, with the
two following messages being sociable.

11 21/64 retail players interacted in the chat throughout the PUGs. For comparison, all 41 players interacted in the
classic PUGs.



Within the dungeon called Freehold, there are four bosses to defeat. While three of them are
optional, defeating all bosses in dungeons is a common behaviour found in both versions of
the game, often done in order to maximise rewards. In one of the PUGs a player asked why
we did not skip all optional bosses.

[DPS1.R1]: why no skip all boss?

This was the only message sent in that PUG. Despite them asking, all bosses were defeated.
The message implies an expectation of some knowledge on an alternative approach to the
dungeon.

We saw this approach later on in a different PUG in Freehold where the tank decided to avoid
as many enemy encounters as seemingly possible, skipping straight to the final boss. The tank
did not say anything before deciding to take this approach, seemingly expecting all other
players to follow. The rest of the group struggled to keep up the pace at one point, running
into enemies on the way to the tank.

[DPS1.R13]: ?

A brisk “?” was let out by another member. The situation implies the other party members not
being aware of the strategy being executed. Even after the question mark, nothing more was
said as we proceeded to skip all bosses with the tank.

Players that are completely new to the game and do not have a character above level 50 can
only play dungeons from the previous expansion, Battle for Azeroth. While beginners will not
be found in dungeons other than those of Battle for Azeroth, some players still seem to expect
a similar level of game knowledge. At the time of the first dungeon, our player character had
two hours of playtime.

Only one dungeon in retail had quest-related interactions. A quest called The Four Tomes
requires the group to collect four specific books within the Scholomance dungeon. A player
pointed out two of these books throughout the dungeon.

[Tank.R11]: book here?
18 Minutes later
[Tank.R11]: book

In one instance, a player asked other players for equipment repairs. In retail, some players can
have transportation mounts that offer services like equipment repair. This player did not have
that and asked someone else to summon theirs. Another player complied and did as requested.
Notably, the asking player thanked for the help through a ritual interaction.

[Tank.R7]: repair pls
[DPS1.R7] summons a mount with a repair service
[Tank.R7]: ty

4.2.2 Retail - Sociable interactions
Similarly to Social Play?, we found very little sociable interaction in retail. One player
expressed snoring during a boss fight, implying it is boring. There were no complications or
difficulties present during the fight, making it quite easy.



[Tank.R3]: ZZ [Snoring]

We observed that players in retail would often express frustration through sociable
interactions. Classic players also expressed frustration occasionally though only making up a
small part of all sociable interactions.

Party is getting repeatedly killed near the dungeon entrance
[DPS1.R2]: yea this instance [dungeon]
[DPS1.R2]: so broken

Player teleports to the wrong destination and has to run to catch up with the group
[DPS4.R3]: fk [fuck]

Party wipes against a nearly dead boss
[Tank.R7]: ffs [for fuck’s sake]

Following up from the last excerpt, we found an exception in that PUG where the tank
commended the team for defeating a difficult boss on the second attempt despite dying
themselves. The researcher apologised to the tank for failing to keep them alive and they
brushed it off by calling the boss hard.

[Tank.R7]: wd [well done]
[R.Healer.R7]: sry [sorry] tank
[Tank.R7]: hard boss

While some instances of sociable interactions should be disregarded due to them being incited
by the gameplay mistakes12 of the researchers - by looking at the dungeons where those
mistakes did not happen, we instead see no sociable interaction take its place.

We saw a trend in classic where sociable interactions were more frequent in groups that used
other types of interactions more. Seeing as interactions overall are low in retail, the lack of
sociable interactions could be a result of this, as the need for any kind of interaction in retail is
low it may be insufficient for sociable interactions to take place.

4.2.3 Retail - Ritual interactions
While ritual interactions were not as common as instrumental interactions in retail, they were
more consistent. Greetings were exchanged in only a few dungeons.

[DPS1.R11]: Hello
[R.Healer.R11]: hi
[Tank.R11]: hi
[DPS2.R11]: hi

Players saying greetings sometimes got a response, in the two instances where someone used
the /hello emote to greet other players, there were no responses. This example was the only
message in the PUG.

[DPS1.R9] greets everyone with a hearty hello!

12 E.g. failing to pass by enemies unnoticed.



Goodbyes were not given in any PUGs, but a few times a player would thank the rest of the
team. One player once said “or more?”, asking to queue another dungeon with the remainder
of the party. There were no responses.

[DPS1.R2]: gl
[DPS1.R2]: tnx
[DPS1.R2]: or more ?

Players leveling up were not congratulated by other players a single time. A contributing
factor could be that it generally does not take a long time to level up, making it a less special
occurrence compared to classic in which it takes remarkably longer.

[DPS1.R8]: My bad
[DPS2.R8]: np

In classic we saw similar behaviours to what the interviewees of Playing with Strangers (Kou
& Gui, 2014) reported; encouraging underperforming group members and praising good
performances. In retail, this behaviour was uncommon. Apologies were rare, with the two
shown excerpts being the only occasions with replies. Unlike in classic, there is a noticeably
lower effort in retail to uphold a positive attitude. In most circumstances where things go bad,
no attempt is made to lighten the mood. Most times the group keeps on playing without
communication.

4.3 The cost of interaction

Eklund & Johansson bring up the cost of interaction as a potential reason for players choosing
to not engage in interaction with other players. They bring up that all relationships between
people come with a cost and argue that some players might deem this cost too high, given the
amount of time they will likely see those individuals (2010). In interviews conducted by
Eklund & Johansson, multiple players brought up dungeons at the time being too short to
bother engaging in social interactions (2013). In modern retail, dungeon times are remarkably
shorter than classic and players are less likely to meet again as players find other players
across all servers rather than just their own as in classic. Furthermore, all players between
levels 10-50 enter the same dungeons, further reducing the likelihood of meeting the same
players again. Eklund & Johansson stated that “The low investment in the social situation of
PUGs might stem from this cost evaluation.” (2010). This still appears to hold true for retail.

Classic however is different. Given the time that the dungeons take in addition to the time
spent assembling the PUGs, players generally spend a remarkably longer time in each group.
This alongside only meeting players of similar levels from their own server means that
players are more likely to run into each other again, possibly even for future dungeons. These
factors might make the benefit of interacting more worth the investment to players, relative to
retail.

4.4  Negative interactions & a positive atmosphere

In groups where social interactions were low or non-existent, players still sent messages
expressing frustration towards the game or other players. As other interactions seem too
costly to take place, we believe that these interactions, which we will refer to as negative



interactions, do not conform to the cost of other social interactions. Negative interactions
appear to have a lower cost than other interactions as they have repeatedly appeared in our
data in groups where other interactions had not.

After potentially frustrating events such as the group wiping or a group member misplaying,
player reactions were indicative of the positive atmosphere, or lack thereof. If a positive
atmosphere exists, the reactions to such events are usually to reaffirm the player or the group
that it is okay in order to uphold said positive group atmosphere. If the group lacks a positive
atmosphere, the reaction is to express frustration as shown earlier in section 4.2.2.

All instances of negative interactions in retail had very few to no interactions beforehand. Due
to this, no positive atmosphere had been established before and investment in the social
situation was low, making positive reinforcement seemingly not worth the cost. Players in
classic interacted before entering the dungeon and sometimes even established a positive
atmosphere before encountering any danger. This meant players were already invested in the
social situation. If something went wrong, players were more likely to put in an effort to
maintain the positive atmosphere, thereby responding to negative events with positive
reinforcement.

4.5 Accessibility

We found a possible connection between sociability and accessibility. As brought up in the
introduction, Blizzard co-founder Mike Morhaime stated that World of Warcraft became a less
social game by trying to achieve accessibility. Morhaime’s interpretation of accessibility may
differ to ours, but it seems to be similar by the context of the interview. However, we do limit
our interpretation exclusively to the context of PUGs as it is the confines of this thesis. To
clarify what we mean by accessibility in the context of Pickup Groups; we mean how much
effort is required in order to initiate and progress the dungeons, the number of hurdles as well
as the time spent getting over those hurdles to accomplish a goal. Those factors combined
indicate the level of accessibility.

In classic we played two different dungeons, The Deadmines and The Stockades. The latter
had an overall lower level of social interaction compared to The Deadmines. The Stockades is
located in the Alliance’s13 capitol city, Stormwind, making it the most accessible dungeon for
Alliance players. The Deadmines is located in the outskirts of the Westfall zone located
southwest of Stormwind. It takes a few minutes to get to The Deadmines from Stormwind if
taking an optimal route, utilising the game’s transport mechanics.

13 One of the two playable factions



Fig 2. Location of The Stockades.

Fig 3. Location of The Deadmines



This makes it comparable to the Dungeon Finder tool in retail which lets players teleport to
dungeons, as it can easily be within proximity. Unlike other dungeons in classic, players find
group members outside the dungeon entrance to form parties rather than using different chats
to coordinate a gathering. The dungeon itself is also rather straightforward as there is only one
boss with noteworthy mechanics and the dungeon layout is simple with no side-bosses, such
as Cookie from The Deadmines. This might contribute to the relative lack of interaction
within The Stockades.

In retail, many bosses have special abilities which require players to take action against. The
game informs the players of strategies to combat these abilities, such as hiding from the boss
or avoiding to stand in acid. As we found no messages in retail regarding boss strategies, this
may be a contributing factor to a lack of instrumental interactions. Dungeon information and
dungeon groups are also very easily accessible within the game. When looking for dungeons,
very little effort is required for finding groups as the game does it all for you. In the dungeons,
players can see information regarding all the bosses such as their locations on the map, as well
as recommended strategies for each role against bosses.

Given the data, it could be speculated that PUGs which have a lower accessibility come with a
higher sociability due to the cost of interaction being lower compared to the investment
already put in to play the dungeon. When spending a large amount of time finding a group
and completing a lengthy dungeon with them, the cost of interacting becomes proportionally
smaller.



5 Conclusion
A participant observation study was conducted to observe players’ social behaviours in World
of Warcraft Pickup Groups similar to how it was done in the research paper Social Play?
(Eklund & Johansson, 2010). Social interactions between players were logged and categorised
into three types of interaction; instrumental, sociable, and ritual. We did this for both Classic
and Retail World of Warcraft.

In general retail players were remarkably less engaged in social interaction than classic
players. This stayed true for all types of interaction. The biggest difference was how little
sociable interaction retail players took part in indicating that retail has fewer players that are
driven by social motivations, as claimed by The WoW Factor (Puronlahti, 2019).

Similar to Social Play? (Eklund & Johansson, 2010) sociable interactions were scarce but the
intent behind those that occured seems to have changed as we observed it mostly as a way of
expressing frustration. While we saw classic players also express frustration, those messages
made up very few of the sociable interactions as other types of messages were more common
such as jokes or comments on a recent event in the dungeon. Sociable interactions seemed to
be more common in groups that used other types of interaction frequently so it is possible if
other types of interactions in retail were more encouraged that sociable interaction would
follow naturally. However we believe further research would be required to make a
conclusion regarding this.

It is hypothesised in Social Play? that a reason for players choosing to not engage in
interaction being due to the investment cost of interacting being too high for the return,
whether it is due to likely never seeing the same players again or due to not seeing them for
long (Eklund & Johansson, 2010). This seems to hold true in retail World of Warcraft
similarly to when they conducted their study. However, this seems to differ in classic as the
time spent in PUGs is generally longer as well as the odds of meeting players again is higher,
indicating that the cost is not too high compared to the effort already spent to find the PUG.

We speculate that messages which express frustration towards players or the game have a
lower cost than other interactions. These messages which we refer to as negative interactions
were sent regardless of other interactions seemingly being too costly to take place. After a
potentially frustrating event, players may react either with frustration or attempt to counteract
it with positive reinforcement. These outcomes indicate if a positive atmosphere (Kou & Gui,
2014) exists. If one exists players try to maintain the atmosphere. If one does not exist,
players respond to the event with frustration or by not communicating at all. League of
Legends players described using similar interactions to uphold a positive atmosphere, which
in turn prevents problematic behaviours that are detrimental to the success of the team (Kou &
Gui, 2014).

League of Legends players encouraged underperforming teammates and praised those who
played well in order to uphold a positive atmosphere, which in turn prevents problematic
behaviours that are detrimental to the success of the team (Kou & Gui, 2014). We saw similar
behaviour in classic, as well as retail to a lesser extent. After a frustrating event occurs, if a
positive atmosphere exists players reassure the group that it is alright in order to maintain this
atmosphere. If no such atmosphere exists players may instead respond to the situation with a
negative interaction.



Mike Morhaime stated that in an attempt to achieve accessibility, World of Warcraft became a
less social experience. While we observed a connection between accessibility and sociability
both between retail and classic as well as between the dungeons we played in classic, it does
not necessarily mean accessibility is the primary cause, though could be a factor. Regardless,
we can see that PUGs are not as much of a social experience in retail as ones in classic are.
While classic is merely a replication of the original release of the game with the players of the
community most likely having changed over the years since then, the results might go against
J. Allen Brack’s statement that World of Warcraft is just as much of a social experience now
as when it was released. This conclusion can only be applied to the dungeon Pickup Group
experience but it is arguably an important part of the game. Regarding the rest of the game
further research would be required.
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